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The Wolf and the Owl
Chapter 1…Meeting
One day there was a wolf and owl that were best friends forever. Wolf (growls) wolf
visits owl a lot hi owl hi wolf how are you doing (wolf looks) doing a project the woods. That is
awesome. Hmmm what should we call it? I think we should call it the awesome robot woods.so
they started talking.
Chapter 2… Going to Adventures
The next day wolf and owl were hanging out to look for some adventures. so what kind
of adventures owl [wolf says] I’m going to go an adventures that is called the woody woods.[
owl says] cool can I join [ wolf says].sure wolf we are friends so you can join me whenever you
want .
Chapter 3… Someone Cracking Wolf Goes Outside
[Wolf hears cracking outside] oh no. owl comes outside. What happened wolf [owl says].
Someone is cracking stuff out here... oh it’s just me stepping on the leaves. Ha ha ha you thought
it was a monster. [Wolf says] oh I’m sorry for interrupting. Its ok I’m here whenever you need
me. [Owl says]
Chapter 4… Wolf and Owl Eating
So wolf and owl were going to eat some very healthy vegetables. Yummy [wolf says] I
know right [owl says]. [Owl sees a fruit] OH NO .what happened [wolf says] this fruit is rotten
… OH NO they [both say] so they both clean the fruit so they can both eat

Chapter 5… Fixing Robot Woods
Now what are we going to do [wolf says] we are going to our robot that day when we
meet on the first day[ owl says ].ohhh yeah… wolf and owl look at each are you thinking what
I’m thinking owl…yep[ owl says]
Chapter 6…The Magical Wind
When wolf were fixing the awesome robot woods …they were finished. And wolf said
oh my god look owl the magical wind .what were [owl says] up there owl [wolf says].and they
took a picture about it.
Chapter7…The Last Project
Owl and wolf were finishing their last project. Oh my god I’m so tired [wolf says].i know
right so they never give up.
Chapter 8…Me and Owl Picture
Me and owl took a photo of how many things we done. They lived happily ever after.
The end…

